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Symmetry in haptic and in visual shape perception
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Four experiments tested the hypothesis that bilateral symmetry is an incidental encoding property
in vision, but can also be elicited as an incidental effect in touch, provided that sufficient spatial refer
ence information is available initially for haptic inputs to be organized spatially. Experiment 1showed
that symmetry facilitated processing in vision, even though the task required judgments of stimulus clo
sure rather than the detection of symmetry. The same task and stimuli failed to show symmetry effects
in tactual scanning by one finger (Experiment 2). Experiment 3 found facilitating effects for vertically
symmetric open stimuli, although not for closed patterns, in two-forefinger exploration when the fore
fingers had previously been aligned to the body midaxis to provide body-centered spatial reference. The
one-finger exploration condition again failed to show symmetry effects. Experiment 4 replicated the
facilitating effects of symmetry for open symmetric shapes in tactual exploration by the two (previ
ously aligned) forefingers. Closed shapes again showed no effect. Spatial-reference information, finger
movements, and stimulus factors in shape perception by touch are discussed.

We know relatively little as yet about the processes that
underlie shape perception by touch. The effects of sym
metry raise important questions that allow us to explore
some of these processes further. Only a few studies have
tested for the effects of bilateral symmetry in the tactual
perception of two-dimensional (2-D) (raised) shapes.
These studies suggest that, without specific training, bi
lateral symmetry does not have the facilitating effect in
tactual processing that has been reported in most studies
ofbilateral (mirror-image) symmetry in vision.

In vision, bilateral symmetry is often considered the
most salient organizational aspect ofa stimulus (see, e.g.,
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Locher & Nodine, 1973; Mach, 1897; Palmer, 1989; Rock,
1983;Royer, 1981).Bilateral mirror-image symmetry about
the vertical axis has usually been reported as being more
salient than is symmetry about horizontal or oblique axes
(Barlow & Reeves, 1979; Corballis & Roldan, 1975; Fisher
& Bomstein, 1982; Munsinger & Forsman, 1966; Palmer,
1991; Palmer & Hemenway, 1978; Royer, 1981; Wage
mans, Van Gool, & d'YdewalIe, 1992). Even four-month
old babies have been found to show some appreciation of
bilateral symmetry about the vertical axis ofshapes (Bom
stein, Ferdinandson, & Gross, 1981; Bomstein & Krinsky,
1985; Fisher, Ferdinandson, & Bomstein, 1981).

An early explanation for the advantage ofbilateral sym
metry in vision assumed that it stems from the bilateral or
ganization of the brain (see, e.g., Corballis & Roldan,
1975; Julesz, 1971; Mach, 1897). Corballis and Roldan
showed that differences in head position did not affect the
detection of symmetry and suggested that symmetry de
tection depends on retinal rather than on gravitational spa
tial axes. They argued that the advantage that vertical bi
lateral symmetry had over other orientations was due to a
wired-in "template" for vertical symmetry, so that sym
metries about other axes required mental rotation. The no
tion that the advantage of symmetry is due to the structure
of the visual system was questioned by Fisher and Bom
stein (1982). Unlike Corballis and Roldan, Pashler (1990)
found that precuing of the relevant spatial axis produced
an advantage for the detection of symmetry. Pashler ar
gued for a frame-of-reference explanation, rather than a
mental-rotation explanation, for symmetry effects. It is not
clear that Corballis and Roldan's finding necessitates the
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notion ofa mental rotation from the gravitational vertical.
The discrepant result could have been due to differences
in the salience of the potential axis of symmetry in their
stimuli.

Locher and Nodine (1973) proposed that subjects use
an early organizing code that permits the generation of a
feature code on the basis of partial information. The ad
vantage of symmetrical forms is due to the reduction in
information from redundant features. Royer (1981) also
gave a two-process explanation. Symmetry is encoded in
tegrally with the features of the object, but in detection or
decoding tasks, the observer also has to perform a serial
hierarchical decomposition of the code. The redundancy
of features in bilaterally symmetric shapes makes this
process quicker. Two-process theories thus assume early
holistic processing. Palmer and Hemenway (1978) in
cluded multiple orientation channels as determinants of
the process. Specific axes are then evaluated sequentially.

Marr's (1982) computational theory ofvision proposed
three levels ofrepresentation in early visual processing. A
"primal sketch" or 2-D image is based on the geometrical
distribution and organization of light intensity changes
(p. 37). A 2.5-D representation provides a viewer-centered
coordinate frame, and the 3-D representation describes
shapes in an object-centered coordinate (including volu
metric primitives) frame. Marr's use of the terms "repre
sentation" and "image" refers primarily to the algorithm
that can describe visual computation and its implementa
tion in simulations (Bruce & Green, 1990). Depth per
ception can be explained without assuming mediating im
agery (see, e.g., Howard & Rogers, 1995), and many
visual processes seem to occur in parallel (Barlow, 1986).
Marr's distinctions between viewer-centered, shape-cen
tered, and environmentally based coordinate frames were
intended to describe effects on early visual processing.
But the distinctions between effects of coordinate refer
ence frames are potentially no less important eventually
for an adequate description of haptic processing.

Recent studies on visual symmetry suggest that the fre
quently reported advantage for symmetry about the verti
cal axis is confined to bilateral, left-right, mirror-image
symmetry (Locher & Wagemans, 1993; Wagemans et aI.,
1992). In skewed symmetry, the axis of symmetry in the
pattern can lie at any angle to the viewpoint. Vertical-axis
symmetry does not have an advantage over the symmetry
in other orientations in these conditions (Locher & Wage
mans, 1993; Wagemans, 1995). Symmetry effects can be
attenuated by task conditions and cognitive factors
(Locher et aI., 1993). The findings with complex lines and
dots suggest that left-right mirror-image symmetry is de
tected preattentively, probably by some kind ofinteraction
between the display and spatial organization (Locher &
Wagemans, 1993; Wagemans, 1995). The descriptions
propose that visual symmetry is first detected preatten
tively and then by cognitively controlled attentive pro
cesses (Van der Helm & Leeuwenberg, 1996; Wagemans,
1995).

Visual symmetry effects have thus been explained
mainly by two-process theories that assume that symme
try facilitates an initial encoding stage as well as a later
stage of deliberate comparison of shape features. The
symmetry advantage in the second, or comparison, stage
is explained by a reduction of information processing be
cause of the redundancy of symmetric features. Facilita
tion in the initial stage is variously described as being an
integral part offeature encoding, ofholistic or preattentive
processing, or of initial organizing codes (see above).

Previous evidence suggests that such initial organiza
tion is spatial in character. Symmetric/asymmetric orga
nization is a form of (not necessarily conscious) spatial
organization. It implies some reference frame, in relation
to which features cluster congruently or redundantly. Vi
sual conditions typically provide multiple spatial frames.
Such reference information may beviewer-centered, shape
centered, or centered on environmental frames (Marr,
1982). Different frame cues can occur in parallel and re
dundantly, as well as sequentially. Thus, it is likely that vi
sual shape perception is spatially organized (visuospatial)
from the start. Ifso, symmetric shapes also would have the
advantage ofbeing more economically organized early in
encoding.

Most visual studies so far have used explicit symmetry
detection tasks. The very nature ofexplicit tasks precludes
there being evidence on initial stages ofencoding, because
the demand for direct symmetry judgments necessarily
draws attention to that dimension. In order to test the sug
gestion, found in the literature on vision, that symmetric
organization is an integral part of early visual-encoding
processes, it is necessary to use a perceptual task that does
not demand explicit attention to that property. The present
study used an indirect perceptual task throughout.

The phrase part ofencoding processes is used here in a
purely operational sense. It refers solely to the effects that
occur as concomitants ofprocessing in tasks that make no
explicit demand to detect the property or in tasks that ex
plicitly direct attention to it. No assumptions are made
here about the subject's state of awareness. It is assumed
that, if an effect occurs as a concomitant ofdifferent per
ceptual tasks, it is part ofencoding processes.

In contrast to the case with regard to experiments on
symmetry in vision, very few studies have explored sym
metry in shape perception by touch (Appelle, 1991). More
over, the findings of the few studies on touch suggest .hat
bilateral symmetry does not have the same advantage in
touch that it has in vision. Walk (1965) found that learning
to associate shapes with nonsense syllables was easier for
symmetric shapes in vision, but not for those in touch.
Locher and Simmons (1978) used eight large, elongated
plastic polygons that varied in symmetry and complexity
(number of turns) in an explicit symmetry-detection task
that followed the visual inspection ofsimilar shapes. Asym
metric shapes were detected more accurately and faster
than were symmetric shapes. Simmons and Locher (1979)
trained subjects to scan features horizontally across the



vertical axis of symmetric shapes. The training produced
greater sensitivity for symmetric shapes. But it still took
less time to decide that a shape was asymmetric, and the
advantage of training in symmetry detection did not ex
tend to new shapes. Ballesteros and Reales (1992) found
that explicit symmetry judgments ofsmall (1.8 X 1.8 em)
raised-line and raised-dot patterns were less accurate and
slower than were asymmetry judgments. The difference
remained nearly constant for different exposure times.
Performance with symmetric shapes was worse (13%),
even with 2 sec of exploration time (Ballesteros, Manga,
Navarredonda, & Reales, 1993; Ballesteros, Manga, &
Reales, 1997).

Millar (1978) used a tactual matching task that did not
demand symmetry detection explicitly. Subjects were bet
ter at detecting differences in dot numerosity than they
were in discriminating symmetric from asymmetric small
raised-dot (braille-like) patterns. This finding was consis
tent with a series ofresults that suggested that the discrim
ination ofbraille and braille-like patterns depends initially
on dot-density differences rather than on global shape cod
ing (Millar, 1978, 1981b, 1994, 1997). Millar explained
the findings in terms of the information that the stimulus
conditions afford for coding haptic inputs spatially. Novel
small raised patterns that derive from a single matrix have
few salient (redundant) features that can anchor scanning
movements spatially, and the features are too small for
their location to be determined by body-centered frames in
the absence ofenvironmental cues or ofprior experience or
training. This explanation suggests that informational con
ditions, including the size and composition ofpatterns, in
fluence the amount, type, and redundancy of reference
frames that are available for coding haptic inputs as spa
tially organized shapes (Millar, 1991, 1994, 1977).

In principle, multiple reference frames for spatial cod
ing are available in active touch as well as in vision. A
number ofgeocentric spatial frames can be based on body
centered (kinesthetic and proprioceptive) information
(Paillard, 1991). Spatial frames about the gravitational ver
tical direction are particularly important (Berthoz, 1991;
Howard & Templeton, 1966; Paillard, 1991). The body
midline (z-axis, Howard & Templeton, 1966) provides a
reliable reference axis for head, limb, and hand positions
and for hand-movement directions. The relation of hand
locations to the body midline affords an initial frame for
coding bilateral, redundant features of3-D symmetric ob
jects spatially in two-handed exploration. An example is
the two-handed exploration ofunfamiliar 3-D objects that
are at fixed locations in line with the subject's body mi
daxis.It produced an advantage for 3-D symmetric objects
(Ballesteros et aI., 1997). In the free manipulation ofsmall
3-D stimuli by two hands, the relative spatial locations of
shape features (humps and protuberances) can, in princi
ple, be determined instead by the concomitant positions of
the thumb and fingers, though this may require extended
periods ofexploration (Davidson, Abbott, & Gershenfeld,
1974). For flat objects, the hand itself can act as a spatial
reference frame. The distance between felt points can be
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gauged by the position of the spread-out fingers with re
spect to each other or to the palm (Katz, 1925, 1989;
Krueger, 1982).

For 2-D raised-line and raised-dot stimuli there has
long been good evidence that prior information and tac
tual experience are needed for the systematic scanning
that determines adequate shape recognition (Berla & But
terfield, 1977; Davidson, 1972; Foulke & Warm, 1967).
The question is, why is experience needed and what is the
prior information that permits tactual scanning of2-D pat
terns to become systematic? The explanation suggested
here is that the relevant prior experience or instruction in
volves some form ofspatial-reference information. In the
absence ofvision, external (environmental) reference cues
must depend on distance senses (e.g., sound, smell) that
are not often useful in providing spatial cues to locate and
organize the features of small 2-D patterns. Thus, shape
coding initially depends more on the spatial organization
inputs from touch and movement in relation to body-cen
tered spatial frames (Millar, 1981a, 1981b, 1985, 1994).
In-line and out-of-line body positions influenced the re
call ofthe extent and direction ofhand movements in trac
ing a straight line (Millar, 1985). Thus, spatial frames are
needed to locate and anchor the direction of scanning
movements and to organize touch cues spatially as shapes.

Shape symmetry implies some spatial axis or axes in
relation to which the features in a pattern are congruent or
cluster redundantly. Relevant spatially segregated or or
ganized clusters seem to be available early in visual per
ception, though cognitive and tasks factors also affect pro
cessing (see above). The previous findings on touch
suggest that such information is not immediately available
for coding novel small 2-D patterns as spatially organized
shapes, prior to learning or experience. Shape properties,
such as symmetry, are therefore not part of the initial en
coding processes. This hypothesis explains the discrepan
cies in previous findings on symmetry in touch by the
amount and kind of available reference information. If
spatial information is minimal or lacking, shape proper
ties (including symmetry) have minimal or no effects.
Tasks that demand explicit symmetry judgments are
solved by a knowledge-based search for the relevant prop
erties, including a search for reference axes in relation to
which congruence is tested. In such conditions, asymmet
ric patterns are easier to detect, because scanning need not
be exhaustive. The detection ofsymmetry, in that case, in
volves explicit instructions for the search, specific train
ing in spatially organized scanning, or prior spatial-loca
tion information. The hypothesis, here called the reference
hypothesis for convenience, agrees substantially with the
proposal by Locher and Simmons (1978) that tactual scan
ning interacts with the stimulus and task factors. It differs
with their proposal in that it places more explicit empha
sis on the contribution of available spatial-reference in
formation in" the spatial organization of inputs from touch
and movement.

The effects of symmetry in touch have theoretical im
plications for models of tactual perception. A better un-
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derstanding of these processes is needed, particularly in
the case of small 2-D raised-line patterns, because pat
terns of that kind are often used as symbols in tactual
maps. Ifsymmetry facilitates visual processing even when
the task does not demand direct judgments of symmetry,
it is assumed to be part of encoding processes. It is as
sumed here that any advantage of symmetric over asym
metric small 2-D shapes in touch depends on providing
adequate spatial-reference cues.

It is thus suggested that the perception of shape sym
metry in touch depends on the amount and type ofspatial
reference information that is initially available to the sub
ject from all sources (Millar, 1994, 1997). This hypothesis
implies that, when there is adequate initial spatial-refer
ence information for shape coding to take place, symmet
ric organization affects touch also and facilitates process
ing. The reference hypothesis, therefore, predicts that
conditions that provide sufficiently fine-tuned spatial-ref
erence information for shape coding by touch should also
produce an advantage for symmetric patterns, without
there being explicit instructions to detect symmetry.

The hypothesis thus makes three main predictions. In
vision, an indirect perceptual task will produce the usual
advantage of bilaterally symmetric 2-D shapes, because
symmetric or asymmetric clustering of shape features is
an integral part of early visuospatial information and or
ganization. In touch, by contrast, there is a paucity ofspa
tial-reference information when exploring a small, unfa
miliar 2-D pattern by one finger, without the use ofvision.
There is, thus, little initial information for coding the pat
terns spatially as global shapes. Since symmetric organi
zation is spatial in character, symmetry will not affect pro
cessing in these conditions, unless explicit symmetry
judgments are required. The prediction with respect to
touch is, therefore, that an indirect perceptual task will
produce symmetry effects only when specific spatial-ref
erence information is provided for initial encoding. The
hypothesis thus also predicts that, when spatial-reference
information is made more specific, symmetry will have
facilitating effects on touch with an indirect task.

In the present study, four experiments were undertaken
to test the hypotheses that symmetry is an early encoding
property for 2-D shapes in vision, that it is not an early en
coding property in touch, and that providing body-cen
tered bilateral reference cues produces an advantage also
for bilaterally symmetric stimuli in touch. The first ex
periment tests the hypothesis with respect to vision in
order to compare symmetry effects in an indirect percep
tual task with previous findings. The subsequent three ex
periments test the hypotheses with respect to touch. The
stimuli and task conditions were designed principally for
ease of use with touch.

Explicit symmetry-judgment tasks, which have mainly
been used in previous studies, cannot provide evidence
concerning processes early in encoding. To test whether
symmetry acts as an early encoding property in either vi
sion or touch thus required an indirect perceptual task. De
tecting a closed shape within patterns was used as the in-

direct task, because it is easy for touch as well as for vi
sion. Visual studies on bilateral symmetry have generally
shown an advantage for symmetry about the vertical axis
(i.e., left-right mirror images). Orientation was, therefore,
included as a factor in all four experiments. To our knowl
edge, no other study on symmetry in touch has varied
stimulus orientation systematically.

To test the hypotheses with respect to touch, previous
task conditions, which provide few spatial-reference cues,
were compared with conditions that specifically provide
spatial-reference information. Previous informational
conditions for touch were replicated in Experiment 2 by
using scanning, with unlimited exploration time, by one
forefinger that had not been specifically centered. Spatial
reference information was provided in Experiments 3 and
4 by aligning the two forefingers with the body midaxis of
the subject in order to make body-centered frame cues
more salient. The use of two fingers of the same hand to
scan the outline shapes of familiar objects does not im
prove recognition in the way that enlarging the visual field
by an analogous amount does (Loomis, Klatzky, & Led
erman, 1991). However, aligning the forefingers of the
two hands in parallel and positioning them in direct align
ment with the midpoint ofthe body midaxis should afford
more finely tuned body-centered reference information.
Such reference should, therefore, facilitate the spatial
coding of bilateral (redundant) features of symmetric
shapes.

Consequently, in Experiments 3 and 4, the two forefin
gers of the subject were carefully positioned directly
above the stimulus shape, in alignment with the midaxis
of the body. The two forefingers moved down perpendic
ularly to touch the shape, which started the trial. Their lo
cation was thus in direct vertical (tabletop projected)
alignment with the midpoint ofthe subject's body. Our in
tention was to provide body-centered reference cues for
the locations ofthe two forefingers that were to be used in
scanning. It was expected that the frame cues would pro
duce a symmetry advantage also in touch. In the third ex
periment, the two-forefinger condition was compared
with the one-finger condition. In order to provide some
redundancy of reference cues for touch, we designed the
stimuli in the first three experiments in a way that incor
porated shape-centered orientation cues. A further test
with the two-forefinger tactual condition, using one stim
ulus set in three orientations without specific shape
centered cues, was conducted in the fourth experiment.

EXPERIMENT 1

The hypothesis under test was that symmetry facilitates
the processing ofvisual patterns, even when the task does
not direct attention to that property. The indirect percep
tual task was the detection ofa closed shape within a pat
tern. Since vertical-axis symmetry was found to be most
salient in previous reports on bilateral symmetry in vision,
it was expected that this would obtain also with the indi
rect perceptual task used here.



Method
Subjects. The subjects were 36 unpaid volunteers receiving

course credit at Madrid University (UNED) who were naive as to
the purpose of the experiment.

Stimulus sets. The visual stimuli were line drawings, from which
the raised-line tactual stimuli were produced for the experiments on
touch. The shapes were carefully designed so as to be suitable for
discrimination by touch as raised lines on thermoform. The criteria
for the design of the symmetric and asymmetric stimuli were thus
based on a number of practical considerations with respect to their
use by touch, including the suitability of stimuli of this kind as sym
bols in tactual maps.

The consideration of size and clarity for touch was paramount.
All our stimuli were generated from a 3 X 3 (2 X 2 em) dot matrix,
somewhat larger than the 3 X 3 matrix used by Foulke and Warm
(1967), which showed very accurate tactual responses. The patterns
were generated by connecting lines between the dots within the ma
trix. The resulting visual line drawings of the patterns were profes
sionally produced by the Spanish Organization for the Blind
(ONCE) as raised-line patterns on thermoform for the experiments
on touch.

Detection of a closed figure within line patterns is probably the
easiest perceptual judgment, and we found it to be so for touch (see
below). We therefore selected stimuli that were small enough not to
require large arm movements but were sufficiently clear for easy tac
tual discrimination. Because the indirect task demanded that half of
all the patterns should contain a closed shape, the dot matrix was
spaced more widely than were the Foulke and Warm (1967) patterns.
The total area (2 x 2 ern) was large enough to generate patterns that
contained easily felt closed shapes. The minimum length ofthe lines
(10 mm) and the surface area ofthe closed shape (10 x 10 mm) that
was contained within patterns was thus larger than the (6.2 mm)
braille cell.

Halfof the stimuli were symmetric, and the other half were asym
metric; half of the symmetric and half of the asymmetric stimuli
contained a closed shape. For convenience, the stimuli that con
tained a closed shape will be called closed stimuli. The other half of
symmetric and asymmetric stimuli did not contain a closed shape.
These stimuli will be referred to as open stimuli.

Orientation was included as a factor in order to test for the same
advantage of vertical-axis bilateral symmetry for touch that had
often been reported for vision. The stimuli were therefore designed
to be oriented in three orientations-vertical, horizontal, and
oblique-relative to the rectangular coordinates of the presentation
card. As in most previous studies ofsymmetry, stimulus patterns did
not necessarily include the axis of symmetry as an actual midline
feature of the stimuli.

We assumed that, for touch, the features of vertical stimuli could
be specified most easily by reference to the body-centered frame.
However, we also considered that the orientation of a small (2 x
2 em) shape, relative to body-centered frames, is likely to be less
salient than it is in vision. Vision provides external environmental
but also shape-centered-as well as body-centered frame cues.
There is much less redundancy of frame cues in touch than in vi
sion. Our hunch was that, in touch, the orientation ofthe shapes only
in terms ofbody-centered frames would not be sufficient for shapes
to be oriented accurately. It was, therefore, considered important to
ensure that information about the relevant orientation ofa shape was
also available redundantly as a shape-centered cue in touch. Each
stimulus was therefore designed so that the direction ofthe main line
or lines in the patterns ran in the relevant orientation.

The stimuli for testing orientation effects in the first three exper
iments were thus designed specifically to have as many lines as pos
sible in the relevant orientations within the stimuli, in order to pro
vide redundant, shape-centered orientational information relative to
body-centered frames. This further restricted the choice of possible
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designs from the 3 x 3 dot matrix that was the basis for all open and
closed symmetric and asymmetric stimuli.

It had been intended also to provide an additional shape-centered
spatial cue for the relevant orientations ofthe tactual stimuli by using
an arrow-like directional marking, on one of the main lines of ori
entation, as a potential directional axis in half of all of the stimuli.
Schiff, Kaufer, and Mosak (1966) produced such directional arrows
in raised lines and showed that subjects interpreted the directional
nature of the resulting lines very accurately. Unfortunately, the
equipment available to ONCE to produce multiple, accurate raised
patterns on thermoform (geared to braille and tactual maps) was ca
pable ofproducing only lines of dots and smooth lines, and not lines
of arrows. It was nevertheless decided to include the stimuli with
dotted lines, as originally intended, because dotted lines have some
times been found useful for touch (see, e.g., Loomis, 1981; but see
Lederman & Kinch, 1979). To test for the effects of the additional
shape-centered orientation cue-stimuli with smooth raised lines,
as opposed to stimuli with raised-dot lines-therefore constituted a
further factor in the experiments. Half of all of the symmetric and
asymmetric open and closed shapes in the three (vertical, horizon
tal, and oblique) orientations, therefore, contained dotted-lines in
relevant orientations; the other half of the stimuli in all conditions
only contained smooth lines. In fact, the variable-from now on
called the smooth-line/dot-line (texture) factor-produced no con
sistent effects. The results for the further smooth-line/dot-line fac
tor are, nevertheless, reported in the relevant studies for the sake of
completeness.

An important restriction in generating all stimuli was that each
stimulus in all conditions should occupy about the same surface
area. The stimuli in all conditions were also to be comparable in
complexity, which, in the context ofthe present stimuli, refers to the
number of connecting lines that composed each pattern. The re
striction meant that each pattern should contain no more and no
fewer than five or six connecting lines. Equating the number ofcon
necting lines generated from one 3 x 3 matrix was here equivalent
to equating the physical complexity of stimuli in different condi
tions. The number of lines composing the shapes did not differ be
tween any of the factorial conditions to be tested.

There was thus a total number of 144 stimuli, 6 stimuli in each
(symmetric/asymmetric x open/closed x vertical/horizontal/
oblique orientation x smooth-line/dot-line) condition. The number
of stimuli and trials were equal (6) in each of the experimental con
ditions. The 144 stimuli were presented on a computer monitor. The
order of stimul i was randomized over all factors and conditions, so
that each subject received a new order of stimuli. Examples of stim
uli in every condition are shown in Figure 1.

Equipment. The patterns were exposed singly on an IBM Sys
tern/2 computer screen. The screen contrast was good. Stimuli were
presented black on white (Michelson contrast, C = [(Lmax 
Lmin)/(Lmax + Lmin)] of 0.7 (L max = 159 cd/m-, Lmin = 28 cd/m2».
The system was interfaced with a voice key (Lafayette 63040) for
the appropriate voiced response. The experiment was programmed
in Pascal.

Design and Procedure. A subjects x symmetry (symmetric/
asymmetric) x orientation (V/HIO) X open/closed stimuli X smooth
line/dot-line repeated-measures design was used. The task was to
judge whether the presented pattern was open (open stimuli) or con
tained a closed shape (closed stimuli) by saying "abierto" (open) or
"cerrado" (closed).

The subjects were tested singly in the laboratory. They were
seated directly in front of the screen, at a distance of about 50 em.
The visual angle subtended by the shape was 2.29°, The interstimu
Ius interval was self-paced. All stimuli appeared in the center of the
screen. To start a trial, the subject pressed a key which produced a
cross in the center of the monitor. The subjects were instructed to
fixate this cue. The fixation cue was replaced after 500 msec by a
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TEXTURED LINE

UNTEXTURED LINE

Figure I. Examples ofsets ofstimuli in Experiments 1,2, and
3. The top sets show smooth-line (untextured) stimuli. The bot
tom sets show the identical stimuli with dotted (textured) lines in
the relevant V (vertical), H (horizontal), and 0 (oblique) orien
tations. The sequence of shapes in each V, H, and 0 orientation
is shown as foUows: (I) closed symmetric, (2) closed asymmetric,
(3) open symmetric, and (4) open asymmetric shapes. (The fuD
set of 144stimuli is available on request from the flrst two authon.)

stimulus shape, which was exposed for 116 msec, after which a line
mask appeared at the same position. Exposure time was restricted to
116 msec, after a pilot study had shown that this would produce an
accuracy level between 70% and 80%, to avoid ceiling and floor ef
fects. The mask remained on the screen until the subject produced
an oral response. The voice key was attached to the subject's collar.
The subject's oral response stopped the timer so that response times
(RTs) were recorded automatically. The trigger time for the voice key
was not distinguishable between the two response words.

The subjects received 6 practice trials, starting with exposure
times above 116 msec. The exposure time was gradually reduced to
116 msec during these trials. The testing session lasted for about
30 min. The subjects had a rest for about 3 sec after 72 trials.

Judgments ofoblique stimuli were also less accurate than
were those of vertical stimuli overall, but that difference
did not reach statistical significance (15.66% vs. 20.16%).

The interaction between symmetry and orientation was
significant [F(2,70) = 6.233, MSe = O.64,p < .004]. Judg
ments of stimuli with symmetry about the vertical axis
were significantly more accurate than were those of stim
uli with vertical asymmetry (p < .05). This was also the
case for the obliques (p < .05), which seemed to behave
similarly to verticals. For horizontals, the difference was
in the opposite direction but was not significant. A simi
lar finding has been reported for vision previously (Cor
baIIis & Roldan, 1975).

Judgments ofclosed stimuli were significantly more ac
curate than were those ofopen stimuli [F(I,35) = 22.65,
MSe = 5.46, P < .0001]. The only other significant effect
was a higher order interaction of symmetry/asymmetry
with open/closed stimuli and smooth-lines/dot-lines
[F(I,35) = 12.90, MSe = 0.403,p < .001]. Smooth lines
produced fewer errors for symmetric open shapes than did
dot lines (p < .05). But that was not the case for closed
shapes.

Response times. Mean RTs for correct trials are shown
in Table 18. The relevant ANOYAshowed that closed stim
uli took significantly less time (77 msec) than did open
stimuli [F(I,35) = 16.625, MSe = 0.077, P < .0003].
Symmetric stimuli were faster (22 msec) than asymmetric
stimuli but not significantly so (p = .12). Our exposure
times were made extremely short (116 msec). The effect
of symmetry thus showed significantly only in the accu
racy measure, although the same trend was evident in RTs
also.

Supplementary (control) test. As a further control for
testing symmetry effects in subsequent tactual experi
ments, a supplementary visual test used the actual raised
line tactual (thermoform) stimuli, presented on the flat
tactual testing board on the table at which the subject was
sitting, precisely as for the later tactual experiments. Sub
jects looked at the stimuli through a liquid crystal window
in the presenting apparatus. No visual fixation point was
used in this experiment. In fact, the raised-line thermo
form tactual stimuli provided too little contrast to be seen,
except by illuminating them from the side in such a way
that the raised lines produced visible shadows of the
shapes. The viewing conditions were thus poor and were
more like the skewed conditions that produce orientat.on
effects (see, e.g., Wagemans, 1995) that are unlike the bi
laterally symmetric conditions that we were trying to repro
duce for touch. The symmetry effects were, nevertheless,
of interest, because stimuli in the subsequent experiments
on touch used the flat (tabletop) presentation. The control
test was thus run solely to ensure that the visual symme
try effects in Experiment 1 were not simply due to the up
right stimulus presentation.

The presenting apparatus provided tachistoscopic
(computer-controlled) visual exposures of 40 msec.
Thirty-six subjects were tested, as before. They received
10 practice trials, starting with a 200-msec exposure time,
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Results
Errors. The mean percentages of errors (overall,

18.12%) are shown in Table 1A. The relevant analysis of
variance (ANOYA) showed a significant effect of sym
metry [F(I,35) = 5.329, MSe = 0.71,p < .03]. Judgments
of symmetric stimuli were more accurate than those of
asymmetric stimuli (17% vs. 19%), which is consistent
with the hypothesis that symmetry facilitates visual recog
nition. Orientation was also significant [F(2,70) = 4.184,
MSe = 1.29,p < .02]. As predicted for vision, vertical ori
entation was the most accurate overall (15.66%) and dif
fered significantly from horizontals (19.16%, p < .05).
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Table IA
Mean Percentage of Errors for Types of Stimuli (Open/Closed), Symmetric Versus

Asymmetric Conditions in Vertical, Horizontal, and Oblique Orientations With
Textured (T) and Untextured (NT) Line

Open Closed

Symmetric Asymmetric Symmetric Asymmetric

Orientation T NT T NT T NT T NT M

Vertical 18.50 14.83 24.99 26.32 8.83 16.66 9.66 10.66 15.66
Horizontal 31.98 23.16 22.15 28.65 17.16 13.83 17.16 8.33 19.16
Oblique 25.49 23.16 29.49 26.32 8.82 7.83 15.66 12.50 20.16

M 25.15 20.16 25.15 27.65 11.49 11.16 14.16 10.50 18.16

Table 18
Mean Response Times (in Milliseconds) for Types of Stimuli (Open/Closed), Symmetric Versus

Asymmetric Conditions in Vertical, Horizontal, and Oblique Orientations With
Textured (T) and Untextured (NT) Line

Orientation

Symmetric

T NT

Open Closed

Asymmetric Symmetric

T NT T NT

Asymmetric

T NT M

Vertical
Horizontal
Oblique

M

1,028 1,001
955 953
957 978
980 978

926 1,009 897 935
941 1,021 927 899
989 967 1,016 849
952 999 947 894

894 892
914 889
851 841
887 874

948
937
931
938

which was progressively reduced to 40 msec. In all other
respects, the task, design, and procedures were the same
as before.

Symmetry had a highly significant main effect on ac
curacy [F(l,35) = 36.16, MSe = 0.7202,p < .0001]. As
before, the indirect perceptual task produced fewer errors
for symmetric (17.17%) stimuli than for asymmetric
(22.95%) stimuli.

Discussion
Bilateral symmetry facilitated visual shape processing,

even though the task did not direct attention to that di
mension explicitly. The results show an incidental detec
tion of bilateral symmetry in vision, which is consistent
with the assumption that bilateral symmetry is part of
early encoding processes in visual shape perception.

The interaction that shows a significant advantage of
vertical-axis symmetry is similar to previous findings for
bilaterally symmetric visual stimuli in tasks that required
explicit symmetry judgments (see, e.g., Barlow & Reeves,
1979; Palmer, 1991; Palmer & Hemenway, 1978; Royer,
1981). Some studies that used unrestricted viewing times
or long (2,000 msec) exposures without masks (Corballis
& Roldan, 1975; Palmer & Hemenway, 1978; Royer,
1981) report the symmetry effect for latency rather than
for accuracy measures. It was also clear that the signifi
cant main effect ofsymmetry cannot be attributed to there
being an upright, rather than a flat, stimulus presentation.

No explanation is offered here for the higher order in
teraction that showed that open symmetric stimuli with
dot lines produced more errors than did open symmetric
stimuli with smooth lines. The dot lines in stimuli had been
intended to enhance the stimulus orientation for touch.

The finding does not speak to that. It is possible that tex
ture differences have adverse effects on global processing.

EXPERIMENT 2

This experiment was run in order to test whether simi
lar bilateral symmetry effects occur for touch in an indi
rect judgment task with unlimited exploration time. The
shapes were the same as those for Experiment 1, but were
produced as raised lines on thermoform. The hypothesis
was that symmetry effects in touch depend on spatial-ref
erence information early in encoding. It predicts that, if
the relation between the exploring finger and the body mid
axis is not sufficiently precise initially to serve as a spa
tial reference frame for coding small 2-D raised-line stim
uli as global shapes, stimulus symmetry will not affect
tactual processing, even with unlimited exploration time,
in cases where the perceptual task does not demand the
detection of symmetry explicitly.

Method
Subjects. Twenty-four new right-handed unpaid volunteers, re

ceiving course credit at the UNED University, participated in this
experiment. Toavoid over burdening the subjects, 8 subjects were al
located randomly to each of the three (VIH/O) stimulus orientation
conditions that were to be tested. The subjects were tested blind
folded and did not see the stimuli or the apparatus at any time, as was
also the case in all subsequent tactual experiments.

Stimuli. The tactual stimuli were generated from the 144 stimu
lus designs that were described in Experiment I (Figure I). The line
drawings were used as the templates to produce the stimuli as raised
(0.7 mm in height, 2.2 mm in width, and a minimum of 10 mm in
length) line (2 x 2 ern) patterns on (heated) thermoform cards.

The stimulus patterns were centered in the middle of (14 x
20 em) presentation cards, and these were placed on the flat presen-
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tation board in the recording apparatus in the manner described
below.The (V/HIO) orientations of the stimuli thus refer to the hor
izontal tabletop (mid-transverse plane) throughout.

A pilot study was conducted in order to ascertain the probable
level of accuracy in detecting closed and open stimuli. Five blind
folded subjects were tested singly. They did not see the apparatus or
the stimuli at any time. The results showed that the judgments were
easy and accurate.

Recording apparatus. The apparatus consisted of a flat piezo
electric board, interfaced with an IBM Systeml2 computer that
recorded the main data. The board was placed on the table at which
the subject was seated. The stimulus cards were placed on the board
and were secured by clamps at each side of the board. This ensured
that the cards could not be displaced during tactual exploration. The
piezosensor was located underneath the board, directly below the
middle ofthe stimulus card. Two inclined mirrors, attached laterally
to the right and left sides of the board, allowed the experimenter to
observe the subject's (lateral) exploratory movements over the
shapes. The finger movements were recorded additionally from above
by a video camera that was fixed to the wall facing the subject.

The relevant stimulus card was selected automatically by a com
puter program that randomized all variables for each trial for every
subject. The same program recorded the data for the relevant vari
ables.

Design and Procedures. A symmetry (symmetric/asymmetric)
X orientation (VIHIO) x open/closed stimuli X smooth-line/dot
line design was used with repeated measures on all factors except
orientation. The task, as in Experiment I, was to judge whether the
stimuli were open or closed.

Subjects were right-handed and were asked to use their preferred
forefinger to explore the shapes, as was done in the study by Foulke
and Warm (1967). A previous study (Ballesteros et aI., 1997, Ex
periment 2) had shown no difference in accuracy and sensitivity (d')
between the left and right forefingers in haptic exploration of very
similar stimuli. Since no difference between the hands had been
found in similar conditions, scanning with the preferred forefinger
was used for one-handed scanning.

The subjects were tested singly in the laboratory. They were
seated at the table on which the testing board and stimuli were
placed. The stimulus board was on the table directly in front of the

seated subject. The experimenter positioned the subject's forefinger
above the shape (at a height ofapproximately 20 em) before the start
of the signal. The subjects were informed of the fact that the stimu
lus was on the table directly below their finger. Neither the finger po
sition nor the movements were constrained.

The subjects were told that they would be shown a series ofraised
line drawings. They were to explore each shape with their preferred
forefinger and to judge whether the shapes were open or closed. The
terms were explained, and the subjects were given a series of six
practice trials in order to ensure that they understood the task. They
were asked to work as quickly and accurately as possible.

The subject was told to start exploring the stimulus immediately
on hearing the starting signal (a tone from the computer). Timing
started automatically when the subject touched the stimulus card.
Latencies were recorded from first touch to voiced response. Correct
and incorrect responses were recorded by the experimenter by press
ing the appropriate key on the computer keyboard.

Results
Errors. There were very few errors overall (5.9%). The

mean percentages of errors in all conditions are shown in
Table 2A. The ANOVAon errors produced only a signif
icant main effect ofopen/closed stimuli [F( I,21) = 15.76,
MSe = 0.0197,p < .0007]. The open shapes producedsig
nificantly fewer errors (2.6%) than did the closed shapes
(9.2%). No significant effect was found for symmetryl
asymmetry [F(l ,21) = 0.665, P = .4] or for orientation
(V/O/H) [F(2,21) = 3.155,p = .063], although the latter
showed a positive tendency in the expected (better verti
cal) direction. No other effect or interaction was signifi
cant either.

Response latencies. Mean RTs for correct trials are
shown in Table 28. The ANOVAon RTs (in seconds) for
correct responses showed no significant effect of either
symmetry or orientation. The open/closed stimuli had a
significant main effect [F(l,21) = 7.30, MSe = 4.004,p <
.02]. Closed shapes (overall mean = 6.44 sec) took sig-

Table2A
Mean Percentage of Errors for Types of Stimuli (Open/Closed), Symmetric Versus

Asymmetric Conditions in Vertical, Horizontal, and Oblique Orientations With
Textured (T) and Untextured (NT) Line

Open Closed

Symmetric Asymmetric Symmetric Asymmetric

Orientation T NT T NT T NT T NT M

Vertical 0.0 2.1 2.1 0.0 4.3 8.5 4.3 4.3 3.2
Horizontal 4.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.1 6.4 6.4 8.4 3.4
Oblique 12.6 2.1 6.4 2.1 21.1 12.7 12.6 19.0 11.1

M 5.6 1.4 2.8 0.7 9.2 9.2 7.8 10.5 5.9

Table 28
Mean Response Times (in Seconds) for Types of Stimuli (Open/Closed), Symmetric Versus

Asymmetric Conditions in Vertical, Horizontal, and Oblique Orientations With
Textured (T) and Untextured (NT) Line

Open Closed

Symmetric Asymmetric Symmetric Asymmetric

Orientation T NT T NT T NT T NT M

Vertical 7.56 7.64 7.63 7.26 7.17 7.11 6.42 6.36 7.14
Horizontal 6.34 6.82 6.03 7.30 5.81 6.47 5.35 6.50 6.33
Oblique 7.80 7.55 7.60 7.11 5.93 6.17 6.17 7.40 7.02

M 7.23 7.34 7.09 7.22 6.30 6.73 5.98 6.75 6.83
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Table 3
Mean Percentage of Coordinated Vertical, Horizontal. Oblique,
and Circular Movements for Open and Closed, Symmetric and

Asymmetric Types of Stimuli in Vertical, Horizontal, and
Oblique Orientations (Experiment 2)

category by an individual were therefore converted to per
centages of the total score in each condition for that indi
vidual. The results for the 12 subjects (4 in each condi
tion) are shown in Table 3.

The results show that the percentage of circular move
ments was by far lower than that of any of the straight
movements in all conditions. Oblique movements pre
dominated. The patterns ofmovements were similar in all
conditions for open and closed shapes. The total number
of movements scored for the 12 subjects was 7,928. Sub
jects consistently produced more movements for open
(4,366) than for closed shapes (3,562).

Discussion
Symmetry had no significant effect on either errors or

latency of responses, although exploration time was un
limited and accuracy was high (96%). Lack offacilitation
from bilateral symmetry cannot, therefore, be attributed
to poor tactual discrimination. The lack of any effect of
symmetry was expected, on the grounds that one-handed
exploration of small shapes in blind conditions fails to
provide adequate spatial-reference cues early in tactual
processing.

The finding that judgments for closed shapes were less
accurate but faster, whereas those for open shapes showed
the reverse, suggests a speed-accuracy tradeoff. Closed
shapes also produced fewer movements. But SDs for RTs
for closed versus open shapes (2.432 vs. 2.745) were not
consistent with the larger SDs typical of self-terminating
responses. More important, self-termination of scanning
cannot explain the absence of symmetry effects, since
open shapes showed no symmetry effect either. That sym
metry effects were absent because of ceiling-level accu
racy was also considered unlikely, because symmetry
should have reduced latencies if the comparative lack of
spatial reference were not involved. To check on that pos
sibility, ceiling-level accuracy was controlled in the next
experiment.

These findings contrast with the highly significant ef
fects ofbilateral symmetry found for vision (Experiment I),
although the task did not explicitly require the detection of
symmetry in either experiment. With explicit instructions,
the symmetry/asymmetry dimension can be detected by
touch (see, e.g., Ballesteros, 1993; Locher & Simmons,
1978), though asymmetric judgments tend to be better
with 2-D raised-line stimuli. The lack ofsymmetry/asym
metry effects for touch here replicates the results of an
earlier study with similar stimulus conditions and an indi
rect perceptual task (Millar, 1978).

Our task was deliberately designed to avoid explicit in
structions, in order to test whether symmetry effects can
be regarded as part of early processing in tactual shape
perception. Ifbilateral symmetry were an early organizing
property in touch, regardless ofavailable spatial-reference
information; an effect on latencies would have been ex
pected. However, we restricted exploration time in the
next experiment in order to control for the possibility that
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nificantly less time to explore than did open shapes (over
all mean = 7.22 sec).

There were no significant main effects of symmetry/
asymmetry or orientation, and no other factor or interac
tion was significant.

Analysis of finger movements. An analysis of actual
scanning movements was carried out for 12 subjects, 4 in
each orientation, randomly selected from the subjects who
took part in this experiment. The finger movements re
corded on videotape (see above) were scored (blind) by an
independent observer in slow-motion and frame-by-frame
analysis for each stimulus for each of the 12 subjects.

The orientation of each finger movement was defined
relative to the Euclidean coordinates of the surrounding
frames of the stimulus card and matrix of the stimulus
shape. A vertical (up-down or down-up) finger move
ment was a straight movement that ran parallel to the ver
tical axis. To be scored as horizontal (right-left, left
right), the movement paralleled the horizontal axis. Oblique
movements (both directions) were straight-line diagonal
movements (top-left to bottom-right, top-right to bottom
left, or vice versa). A straight movement was delimited by
a visible change in the direction ofthat movement. Circu
lar movements were scored if the movement proceeded in
smooth curved sweeps, usually completing a full circle,
rather than by changes in the angle ofa straight movement.
The directions and changes in direction of exploratory
movements in scanning a stimulus were easily visible and
quite obvious from the video in frame-by-frame and slow
motion analyses.

The criteria for scoring movements in anyone design
were to allot one point each for any vertical, horizontal, or
oblique movement in either direction and one point for
each circular movement. Individual subjects varied con
siderably in the total number of movements they used for
each design. For comparability, scores in each movement

Vertical
Horizontal
Oblique
Circular

Vertical
Horizontal
Oblique
Circular

Vertical
Horizontal
Oblique
Circular
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the lack of significant symmetry effect in this experiment
was due to the near ceiling-level accuracy of responses.

The aim of the next experiment was to compare the ef
fects of bilateral symmetry in tactual conditions that pro
vide spatial reference with the effects in the one-finger
condition used in the present experiment. The same indi
rect judgment task was used. Presentation times were re
stricted in order to avoid ceiling and floor effects and to
obtain accuracy levels comparable to those in the visual
experiment.

A pilot study was run to achieve accuracy levels that
avoided floor and ceiling effects and that were comparable
to the level of accuracy in the visual experiment, in which
viewing time had also been restricted (Experiment I).

EXPERIMENT 3

The aim of Experiment 3 was to provide subjects with
the possibility of using the body midline as a spatial
reference frame for parallel, conjoint (simultaneous) ex
ploration of the stimuli by the forefingers of the two
hands. It was argued that aligning the starting position of
the two forefingers to the midaxis of the body and stimu
lus cards, perpendicularly above the stimuli, could act
more sensitively to provide spatial-reference information
for scanning bilateral stimuli. The hypothesis predicts that
the two-forefinger condition, but not the one-finger con
dition, would show a significant advantage for symmetric
over asymmetric vertical stimuli. Fewer or no symmetry
advantages were expected for horizontal and oblique stim
uli, in analogy with the visual findings.

The main manipulation was to compare the two
forefinger condition, in which the position of the two ad
jacent forefingers was initially aligned to the midpoint of
the body, with the one-finger condition that was the same
as that in Experiment 2. The point of the two-finger con
dition was to align the forefingers ofthe subject so that the
body midaxis could provide a spatial-reference anchor for
parallel exploratory movements by the two forefingers.

The prediction was that aligning the position ofthe two
forefingers to the body midaxis and midline of the stimu
lus card would produce a significant advantage for verti
cally oriented symmetric patterns, but that that advantage
would not be shown in one-finger conditions. Bilaterally
symmetric horizontal and oblique stimuli would be ex
pected to have less or no advantage over asymmetric stim
uli from two-finger scanning in these reference conditions.

The experiment required the comparison of two
forefinger with one-forefinger scanning. The finger con
ditions thus constituted an added factor. As in the first two
experiments, the task was to judge whether the stimulus
contained a closed shape.

Because the accuracy ofdetecting open and closed shapes
in Experiment 2 was near ceiling level, a pilot study was
run with 5 subjects in order to find a level ofaccuracy that
would avoid floor- and ceiling-level effects and that would
be comparable with earlier studies of symmetry and with

the level of accuracy found in the visual experiment here.
The pilot study showed that an accuracy level ofapproxi
mately 70% to 80% was produced by an exposure time of
1.5 sec. That exposure time was consequently used in this
experiment.

Method
Subjects. Forty-eight new right-handed unpaid volunteers re

ceiving course credit at UNED took part. Sixteen subjects were al
located randomly to each of the three orientation conditions. All
other variables were within-subjects factors, presented in across
subjects counterbalanced order.

Stimuli, Equipment, Procedures, and Design. The task, stim
ulus sets, apparatus, and main instructions were precisely the same
as those in Experiment 2. The stimulus exposure time was limited to
1.5sec. The first tone signalled the start ofthe trial. The timer started
automatically when the subject touched the shape. This was fol
lowed by a second tone after 1.5 sec. The subjects were asked to lift
their finger(s) on hearing the second tone and to respond orally.Lift
ing the fingers from the shape automatically stopped the timer.

The one-forefinger conditions were precisely the same as those in
Experiment 2. The subjects were right-handed and used the pre
ferred hand (see Experiment 2). The difference in procedures was in
the two-forefinger condition.

In the two-forefinger condition, the subjects were asked to use
both forefingers to scan the stimuli. Before every trial, the experi
menter carefully positioned the subject's forefingers adjacently in
parallel, at a height ofapproximately 20 em, directly above the stim
ulus shape. Great care was taken to ensure that the position ofthe ad
jacent forefingers was aligned to the subject's body midaxis. The po
sitioning procedure was carried out immediately prior to the starting
signal in each trial. Subjects were told that the shape was directly
below the positioned forefingers. They were asked to move the two
forefingers perpendicularly down to touch the stimulus pattern im
mediately on hearing the starting signal and to start scanning. At the
start of scanning, therefore, the position of the two forefingers was
in direct (vertical in the tabletop plane) line relative to the body mid
point and, therefore, constituted a spatial reference by which stimu
lus features could be located. In principle, the subjects could scan the
stimulus pattern by moving the two forefingers simultaneously in
parallel toward the body in the vertical (tabletop plane) direction.

A symmetry/asymmetry X orientation (VIH/O) X open/closed
stimuli X one-finger/two-fingers X smooth-lines/dot-lines stimuli
factorial design was used with repeated measures for all except the
orientation factor. Orientation was used as a between-subjects vari
able in this experiment, because the one-finger/two-finger compar
ison doubled the already large (for touch) number of trials for each
subject. There were 4,608 trials in all. Sixteen subjects were allo
cated randomly to each of the three orientation conditions. Each of
the 16 subjects received 96 trials in all, 48 with one-finger explo
ration and 48 with two-finger exploration in across-subjects coun
terbalanced order. All other conditions were completely random
ized, as before.

Results
OveraU errors. The percentages oferrors in all condi

tions are shown in Table 4. Overall percentages of error
(26% overall; 23% for open, 28% for closed stimuli) were
quite sensitive for our purposes, because they avoided
both floor- and ceiling-level effects. This was important,
because the unlimited time for tactual exploration in Ex
periment 2 produced near ceiling-level accuracy for both
open and closed shapes. In this experiment, exploration
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Table 4
Mean Percentage of Errors for Open (Op) and Closed (Cl) Types of Stimuli in Vertical,
Horizontal, and Oblique Orientations, and a Textured or Untextured Reference Line

in Exploration by One Finger (IF) or Two Fingers (2F)

Syrnrnenic Asyrnrnenic
Textured Untextured Textured Untextured

Orientation

Vertical

IF 2F IF 2F IF 2F IF 2F M

Op 20.82 16.16 23.82 17.66 21.82 29.15 28.15 33.32 23.82
CI 25.99 30.15 26.99 31.15 22.82 22.82 25.99 26.99 26.66

Horizontal
Op 9.33 12.49 3.16 9.13 11.50 16.66 12.49 20.82 11.99
CI 29.15 28.15 31.32 30.15 30.15 25.98 24.99 26.98 28.32

Oblique
Op 33.32 37.85 40.32 37.98 41.65 31.99 34.49 31.99 36.15
CI 27.32 33.32 24.99 26.16 17.83 28.49 29.66 43.82 28.99

M 23.36 26.49 21.17 25.49 24.32 25.83 27.82 30.65 25.66

time was restricted for that reason. Latencies were conse
quently not a dependent measure here.

The overall orientation (V/HlO) X symmetry/asymme
try X open/closed stimuli X one/two fingers X smooth
line/dot-line ANOVA produced a significant main effect
only oforientation [F(2,45) = 10.398, MSe = 3.329,p <
.0002]. Judgments of obliques were less accurate overall
(33% errors) than were those of verticals and horizontals,
which did not differ from each other (25% and 26%, re
spectively). But orientation also interacted with open!
closed stimuli [F(2,45) = 5.811, MSe = 5.355,p < .006].
The interaction between orientation X open/closed X fin
gers was also significant [F(2,45) = 3.842, MSe = 1.057,
P < .03]. Orientation also interacted with symmetry/
asymmetry X open/closed stimuli X fingers [F(2,45) =

5.65, MSe = 0.596, p < .007]. Finally, there was also an
interaction of orientation with symmetry/asymmetry X
open/closed stimuli X smooth-line/dot-line stimuli.

To gain a clear picture of the actual relations between
variables that were indicated by the interactions between
shape orientation and all other factors, separate ANOVAS
were run for each of the three orientations.

Vertical orientation. The ANOVAfor the vertical ori
entation showed a significant interaction of symmetry
with open/closed stimuli [F(1,15) = 13.80, MSe = 0.599,
p < .003]. Symmetry effects were significant only for
open stimuli. The interaction of symmetry X open/closed
stimuli with one-finger/two-fingers was significant
[F(I,15) = 5.87, MSe = 0.599,p < .03]. As predicted, sym
metric shapes produced significantly fewer errors than
did asymmetric shapes for the two-finger conditions
(16.91% vs. 31.24%) but not for one-finger conditions
(22.32% vs. 24.99%). But the finding obtained only for
open stimuli.

Horizontal orientation. The ANOVAfor the horizon
tal orientation showed no effect ofsymmetry or offingers,
and none had been expected for that orientation. The only
significant main effect was for open/closed stimuli [F(1,15)
= 16.49,MSe = 3.7018,p < .001].There were significantly
fewer errors for open (12%) than for closed (28%) stim-

uli. No other effect or interaction was significant for this
orientation.

Oblique orientation. The ANOVA for the oblique ori
entation showed an interaction between one-finger/two
fingers and open/closed stimuli [F(1,13) = 9.85, MSe =
0.5553, p < .008] and a further interaction between fin
gers X open/closed stimuli and symmetry/asymmetry
[F(l ,13) = 5.69, MSe = 0.5718,p < .03]. For closed stim
uli, one-finger scanning was better than two-finger scan
ning for both symmetric (26.16% vs. 29.74%) and asym
metric (23.75% vs. 36.16%) shapes. For open stimuli,
errors in one-finger versus two-finger scanning for sym
metric (36.82% vs. 37.92%) and asymmetric (38.07% vs.
34.07%) shapes were inconsistent.

There was also a higherorder interactionbetween smooth
line/dot-line stimuli, symmetry/asymmetry and open/closed
stimuli [F(I,15) = 7.44, MSe = 1.1102,p < .02]. The dif
ference between smooth-line and dot-line stimuli was not
significant for open stimuli. For closed stimuli, dot lines
produced more errors in symmetric than in asymmetric
patterns (p < .05) and fewer errors than did smooth lines
in asymmetric patterns (p < .05).

Discussion
For open stimuli in the vertical orientation, though not

for closed stimuli, the results were consistent with the hy
pothesis that vertical-axis bilateral symmetry would show
an advantage in touch when initial spatial-reference cues
were provided. Reference-frame cues were provided here
by positioning the two forefingers in line with the body
midaxis and centering the adjacent forefingers directly
above the stimulus card. The perpendicular downward
movement to touch the stimulus positioned the two fore
fingers on the stimulus in straight vertical (tabletop plane)
alignment with the midpoint of the subject's body in that
plane (see Method). Symmetric vertical shapes were
processed more accurately only in the two-forefinger
alignment condition, while the one-forefinger condition
showed no symmetry effect, which replicates the findings
of Experiment 2. The predicted results for vertical shapes
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TableS
Mean Percentage of Errors for Types ofStimuli (Open/Closed),

Symmetric Versus Asymmetric Conditions in Vertical,
Horizontal, and Oblique Orientations

Figure 2. Examples of the set of stimuli used in Experiment 4
in V (vertical), H (horizontal), and 0 (oblique) orientations. The
sequence of stimuli in each orientation is shown as follows:
(1) closed symmetric, (2) closed asymmetric, (3) open symmet
ric, and (4) open asymmetric.

M

Open Closed

Orientation Symmetric Asymmetric Symmetric Asymmetric

Subjects. Nine new young adult unpaid volunteers (UNED un
dergraduates, receiving course credit) took part in the experiment.
All were right-handed. The number of subjects was sufficient, be
cause each subject was tested in all factorial conditions. Subjects
were tested blindfolded and did not see the stimuli or apparatus at
any time.

Apparatus, Stimuli, and Procedure. The equipment and pro
cedures were the same as those in Experiment 3 in the two-forefinger
condition.

A total of 72 stimuli were prepared, using smooth-line stimuli
only,by the same procedures as before. There were 24 stimuli in each
of the three orientations. The vertical set was the same as that used in
all the previous experiments. For the horizontal set, the same stimuli
were rotated by 90° on the presentation card. For the oblique set, the
stimuli were rotated by 45° on the presentation card. The production
ofthe stimuli on the thermoform presentation cards (see Method, Ex
periment I) and all dimensions were precisely the same as those de
scribed in Experiments 2 and 3, except that only the smooth-line
stimuli were used. Examples of the stimuli are shown in Figure 2.

The three orientation sets were presented in blocked, across
subjects counterbalanced order.Within sets, the stimuli were random
ized (by computer programming) for every subject, as before. Ex
posure time (1.5 sec) and signals were the same as those for
Experiment 3.

A symmetric/asymmetric X orientation (VIH/O) X open/closed
stimuli design was used with repeated measures on all factors. The
task was to judge whether the stimuli contained a closed shape, as
before; there were 6 trials in each experimental condition. Each sub
ject had a total of 72 trials. The subjects were asked to use the fore
fingers of both hands for exploration. The experimenter aligned the
two forefingers ofthe subjects prior to each trial, as described in Ex
periment 3.

The hypothesis was, as before, that providing reference
information by aligning the stimulus card and the starting
position of the two forefingers to the midpoint of the sub
ject's body midline produces an advantage for bilateral
symmetry in touch. The aim was to test whether the sym
metry advantage with two-forefinger exploration would
be replicated, at least for open stimuli. An advantage for
open vertical stimuli would be predicted as before, ifcom
ponent orientational lines in the specially designed stim
uli (stimulus sets, Experiment 1) did not add more to ori
entation effects than did stimulus orientations that are
produced solely by rotating the same set to the relevant
three orientations.

were thus found, although they were confined to open
stimuli.

The complex higher order interactions for oblique di
rections were difficult to interpret. However, no consistent
symmetry advantage had been predicted for oblique or
horizontal stimuli. Dot-line effects were found only for
closed oblique symmetric stimuli, for which they produced
more errors. The effect does not, in any case, suggest a
symmetry advantage. The intention in including stimuli
with dot lines in the relevant directions had been to pro
vide additional, shape-based, orientation information in
order to produce something like the redundancy of refer
ence information that is available in vision. In fact, the dot
line markings interfered with, rather than helped, process
ing. The factor was therefore dropped from the next study.

An important consideration in designing the stimuli
that were oriented in the three (V/H/O) directions had
been to make the stimulus orientations as clear as possi
ble within the patterns. The stimuli had thus been de
signed specifically to ensure that as many of the compo
nent lines as possible in each stimulus ran in the relevant
(V/H/O) orientation (see Method, Experiment 1). The
next experiment was designed to control for the effects of
shape-centered directional lines in the stimuli by using a
single set of stimuli and by testing for orientation effects
by rotating that set only.

The next experiment had two aims. It was designed to
check out whether the advantage ofbilateral symmetry for
vertical stimuli in the two-finger condition COUld be repli
cated, at least for open stimuli. As far as we know, no one
has previously found any advantage for bilateral symme
try with unfamiliar tactual stimuli in tasks that did not de
mand explicit symmetry judgments. To probe the effects
ofstimulus orientation with stimuli that were not designed
to enhance differences in stimulus orientation, only the
vertical set ofstimuli was rotated to the three orientations,
and orientation was to be a within-subjects factor.

EXPERIMENT 4

Method
The design was simplified by using only two-handed scanning

and only smooth-line stimuli. This allowed us to use a within-subjects
design on all factors.

Vertical
Horizontal
Oblique

M

14.83 23.99 20.32 18.49
16.66 22.07 35.15 20.32
18.49 31.49 33.32 29.55
16.66 24.99 29.65 22.82

19.49
23.65
28.32
23.82
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Table 6
Mean Percentage of Coordinated Vertical, Horizontal, Oblique,
and Circular Movements for Open and Closed, Symmetric and

Asymmetric Types of Stimuli in Vertical, Horizontal, and
Oblique Orientations (Experiment 4)

SUMMARY AND GENERAL DISCUSSION

chor (stationary on a feature) while exploring the remain
der with the other finger for approximately half (40%) of
all movements, which suggests that the subject was using
one finger as a spatial anchor. Most of the other disjoint
movements (38%) by this subject were not clearly classi
fiable. The remainder ofhis movements (22%) were con
joint movements like those found consistently for the
other 3 subjects. Table 6 shows the mean percentage of
scores for conjoint vertical, horizontal, oblique, and cir
cular movements for these subjects.

The percentage of circular movements was again very
low in all conditions. The highest percentage of oblique
movements was found for the obliquely oriented stimuli.
The patterns of movements suggest that orientation had
some effect for symmetric open stimuli. However, hori
zontally oriented open symmetric shapes showed a larger
proportion of vertical than of horizontal movements, and
the symmetry X orientation interaction in the accuracy re
sults was not significant.

The movement patterns for closed symmetric and
asymmetric shapes and for asymmetric open shapes were
similar. There were no differences in the total number of
conjoint movements for open (509) as compared with
closed (511) shapes in this study.

The experiments tested the hypothesis that the advan
tage ofbilateral symmetry in the perception of2-D shapes
can largely be explained by the amount and type of spa
tial-reference information that is initially available in pro
cessing. lt was tested by looking for symmetry effects in
an indirect perceptual task. The explicit task was to detect
a closed shape.

The first experiment supported the suggestion in the lit
erature that bilateral symmetry is an encoding property for
2-D shapes in vision. Symmetry facilitated processing, al-

Discussion
The prediction that symmetric shapes would show an

advantage when the two forefingers were aligned to the
body midline and stimuli at the start ofscanning was again
supported, but, again, for open stimuli only, as in the pre
vious experiment in the two-forefinger condition. The use
of conjoint movements as such could not explain why
symmetry facilitated the processing of open but not of
closed stimuli, because the two types of shape showed the
same movements.

The advantage of symmetric open shapes over asym
metric open shapes was not confined to the vertical ori
entation ofstimuli. Thus, stimulus orientation was not sig
nificant when orientation effects were tested by rotating
the vertical stimulus set to the other orientations, instead
ofby using stimuli that were specifically designed also to
contain as many component lines in the relevant directions
as possible. Thus, when orientation depended only on ro
tating the vertical set to horizontal and oblique conditions,
symmetric open shapes showed an advantage over asym
metric open shapes in all three orientation conditions.

19
33
34

8

29
20
34
II

22
27
41
10

45
20
19
14

32
27
26
13

20
22
40

6

Open Closed

Movement Symmetric Asymmetric Symmetric Asymmetric

Vertical Orientations
24 29
35 33
32 30
7 9

Horizontal Orientations
32 35
20 20
34 31
15 15

Oblique Orientations
34 29
16 12
37 50
12 10

Results
Errors. Mean percentage errors are shown in Table 5.

The percentage oferrors for both open (21%) and closed
(26%) shapes was similar to that in the previous experi
ment and showed neither floor- nor ceiling-level effects,
as had been intended by limiting exploration time.

The symmetry/asymmetry X open/closed stimuli X
orientation (V/WO) ANOVA showed no significant main
effects. The effect of orientation showed some tendency
for errors to be lower for vertical than for horizontal ori
entations and highest for obliques, as shown in Table 4.
But the effect was not significant [F(2,16) = 1.86, MSe =
2.5093,p = .1855], and, unlike the results in Experiment 3,
orientation did not interact significantly with any other
factor. Orientation was manipulated here by rotating the
vertical set of stimuli.

Symmetry/asymmetry interacted significantly with
open/closed stimuli [F(l,8) = 11.81, MSe = 0.53, P <
.009]. As in Experiment 3, for open shapes only, errors
were significantly lower for symmetric than for asymmet
ric open shapes (t test, p < .05). For closed shapes, the dif
ference was in the opposite direction, although not signif
icantly so (p = .10).

Analysis of finger movements. In order to get a
clearer idea of the subjects' movement strategies, the fin
ger movements for 4 (randomly selected) ofthe 9 subjects
who took part in this experiment were scored in a frame
by-frame analysis by an independent observer. The crite
ria and scoring of movements were the same as those in
Experiment 2. Because only two-finger exploration was
used in this experiment, the scorer was asked to look out
for any data that showed independent rather than conjoint
movements by the two forefingers. A conjoint movement
in this context means that the subjects used the adjacent
forefingers in parallel movements rather than indepen
dently of each other. In fact, independent movements by
the two forefingers were found only for 1 subject. This
subject also was the only one to use one finger as an an-

Vertical
Horizontal
Oblique
Circular

Vertical
Horizontal
Oblique
Circular

Vertical
Horizontal
Oblique
Circular
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though the task did not demand symmetry detection ex
plicitly. Judgments for closed shapes were more accurate
than those for open shapes. Vertical-axis bilateral sym
metry was superior, as in most previous reports on visual
mirror-image symmetry.

The same task and stimuli showed no effects of sym
metry for touch in the one-finger condition (Experi
ment 2), although exploration time was unlimited. Closed
shapes produced more errors. But accuracy was near ceil
ing level for closed as well as for open stimuli. The lack
of effects of symmetry and also of orientation cannot,
therefore, be attributed to poor tactual recognition. On the
other hand, the lack of symmetry effect had been pre
dicted for an indirect task that did not explicitly demand a
search for symmetric properties in one-finger scanning
conditions. The assumption was that one-finger explo
ration ofnovel small 2-D tactual patterns affords few ref
erence cues for organizing inputs spatially as global
shapes. The findings are consistent with that assumption.
Symmetry does not seem to be an encoding property for
touch in these conditions.

By contrast, a significant symmetry advantage was
found for vertical open stimuli in the two-forefinger con
dition that had been designed to provide spatial-reference
cues, whereas the one-finger condition with which it was
compared again showed no symmetry effects (Experi
ment 3). In the two-forefinger condition, an initial body
centered reference frame was provided by aligning the two
forefingers to the subject's body midline, centered directly
above the stimulus pattern. A perpendicular downward
movement ensured that the two forefingers touched the
stimulus at a location that was in direct line with the mi
daxis of the body at the start of scanning. The task condi
tion thus provided reference frame information, rather
than acting to elicit or constrain movements. The one-fin
ger condition was the same as that in Experiment 2. The
finding for vertical open stimuli in the two-finger condi
tions is thus consistent with the hypothesis. But the find
ing was confined to open shapes.

The final experiment again showed a significant ad
vantage for symmetric open stimuli over asymmetric open
stimuli in the two-forefinger conditions with the same in
direct task. As before, the symmetry advantage was con
fined to open shapes. Further, the advantage for symmet
ric open stimuli versus asymmetric open shapes was
found for all stimulus orientations to which the vertical
stimulus set was rotated. This was in contrast to Experi
ment 3, which tested for orientation effects with stimuli
that had been specially designed with as many lines as
possible in the relevant orientation and which showed the
symmetry advantage only for open vertical stimuli in the
relevant (two-finger) condition.

Possible reasons for the finding that only open stimuli
showed the expected symmetry advantage in two-finger
conditions are considered first. The small size ofthe com
ponent shape in closed stimuli can be discounted. The task
was to detect that shape, and the detection accuracy was
comparable in touch (Experiments 3 and 4) and vision (Ex-

periment 1) when exposure times were restricted to pro
duce above-floor- and below-ceiling-level accuracy.To our
knowledge, no other study has tested symmetry effects
with the same stimuli in touch and vision at comparable
levels ofaccuracy. Lower accuracy in tactual than in visual
shape perception is often held to explain differences in the
effects of other variables. That is not appropriate here.
Moreover, Loomis (1993), who reduced visual acuity and
viewing apertures to match efficiency levels in touch in a
different task, also found that equal acuity levels do not
necessarily produce precisely the same effects in touch and
in vision. In the present study, the component closed shape
was actually larger in area than was the total braille matrix.

It is also unlikely that the failure to detect symmetry in
closed shapes occurred because the two forefingers inter
fered with each other in scanning closed shapes. Scanning
with two adjacent forefingers is not, as such, necessarily
better than using one finger for exploring small shapes.
Moreover, one of our findings, that one-finger scanning
was better for closed oblique stimuli (Experiment 3), sug
gested interference of this kind. However, that could not
explain the lack of symmetry advantage for one-finger
scanning ofclosed stimuli in either that or any other con
dition (Experiments 2 and 3), any more than did two
finger scanning of closed shapes (Experiments 3 and 4).
The lack ofsymmetry effects for closed as compared with
open shapes also cannot be explained in terms of self-ter
minating versus exhaustive search. Unlimited exploration
time with one finger produced a speed-accuracy trade
off, but no symmetry effects for either type of shape (Ex
periment 2). When exploration time was limited (Experi
ments 3 and 4), the subjects did not terminate the search
early for either shape, and the number of scanning move
ments did not differ (Experiment 4). Yet only open shapes
in the two-forefinger condition produced symmetry effects.

The types of scanning movement that the subjects used
may have had contributory effects. The relative paucity of
circular movements and the predominance ofstraight ver
tical and oblique scanning movements for closed as well
as for open shapes suggests that scanning movements
were not primarily elicited here by stimulus features.
Moreover, the straight movements clearly did not prevent
the detection of the closed shape. But though closed
shapes had the same actual number oflines, fewer ofthese
lines were open-ended than those in open shapes. The
combination of straight-line scanning and fewer open
ended lines in closed shapes may help to explain the fail
ure to detect an incidental shape property like symmetry
in closed shapes. Nevertheless, the advantage of symme
try for open shapes cannot be explained without taking ac
count of the reference information provided by the two
forefinger condition, because it was only in that condition
that symmetry effects for open shapes were found.

The reason for the predominant use ofstraight up-down
and oblique strokes is more likely to be found in subject
determined strategies. Such scanning is often shown in
shape recognition by adults who have learned braille rel
atively recently. They can be quite accurate, though expe-



rienced brail1ists use far more highly organized and
differentiated scanning strategies (Millar, 1997). The im
portance ofpractice and experience for task-adapted scan
ning strategies is not in doubt. Blind adults are better than
blindfolded sighted people at using the two hands in par
allel to recognize shape and orientation (see, e.g., Foulke
& Warm, 1967; Warm & Foulke, 1968). Experienced sub
jects are likely to use the two forefingers in paral1elto scan
the sides ofa shape (see, e.g., Lappin & Foulke, 1973) for
explicit judgments of symmetry.

However, the question here was, specifical1y,how to fa
cilitate the incidental detection of shape symmetry by
touch without extended prior experience or explicit
search. The interesting point is that shape symmetry was
actual1ydetected as an incidental property in the relevant
condition, though not in all conditions.

The findings on orientation effects require explanation
in terms ofthe composition ofthe stimuli. The assumption
that shape-centered orientation lines within the stimuli
would enhance orientation effects seems to have been
borne out. Experiment 4 was designed to control for that
and to test orientation effects when only the vertical stimuli
wererotated. This reduced the orientation effect and showed
symmetry advantages for open stimuli in al1orientations.

The symmetry and orientation effects in the two exper
iments (Experiments 3 and 4) thus suggest that the facili
tating effects of shape symmetry in touch depend on the
redundancy of information from all sources. The vertical
lines in the specially designed open stimuli were compat
ible with body-centered frame cues; the horizontal and
oblique lines were discrepant. Rotating the vertical set in
stead reduced discrepant orientational cues. The interpre
tation makes sense, but it clearly needs a good deal of
work. It raises further questions about the relation be
tween specific stimulus patterns, haptic cues, and spatial
frame cues and about the conditions in which they oper
ate redundantly or interfere with each other.

It should be noted, however, that the composition ofthe
vertical stimuli alone cannot explain why the significant
advantage for symmetric over asymmetric open stimuli
was found only in the two-forefinger conditions (Experi
ments 3 and 4), but not in the one-finger conditions (Ex
periments 2 and 3). If symmetry advantages had arisen
only from the composition ofthe stimuli, they should have
produced the same effects in the one-finger condition.

The point is that visual conditions (Experiment 1) pro
vide spatial-reference information from a variety of ex
ternal sources, including the viewing aperture and the fix
ation point, as wel1 as from the fact that the relation
between features can be seen "at a glance." Such reference
information influences spatial organization and symme
try detection in vision "early in encoding." The latter
phrase is used here in the operational sense that symmet
rical1y organized shapes facilitated processing even
though the task did not draw attention to symmetry detec
tion at any time. Early encoding does not preclude cogni-
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tive processes, although these are not necessarily con
scious. But the distinction here is the strictly operational
one between the incidental concomitants of processing
and the explicit task effects.

Operationally, the facilitating effects in touch were in
cidental to the task. The fact that symmetry facilitated tac
tual processing, at least ofopen shapes, when task condi
tions were designed to provide initial reference cues for
spatial organization, suggests that symmetric organization
is part of early shape coding processes in touch as wel1
when these conditions obtain.

Taken together, the findings show that shape symmetry
can facilitate haptic as wel1 as visual processing of smal1
2-D patterns, without specific training or explicit de
mands to search for these properties. That has not been
demonstrated in touch before. The effect occurred only in
the two-forefinger conditions that had been specifically de
signed to provide more finely tuned (here body-centered)
spatial-reference information than is usually available in
touch for unfamiliar small stimuli. The finding is thus con
sistent with the working assumption that initial spatial
reference information is a factor in incidental symmetry
advantages in touch. At the same time, the absence of
symmetry effects for closed shapes and the orientation ef
fects for stimuli with additional shape-centered orienta
tionallines also suggest interactions with the composition
of stimuli that have yet to be unravelled. More complex
descriptions, analogous to descriptions of visual symme
try effects (see, e.g., Locher et aI., 1993; Wagemans, 1995)
will require a great deal more work in order to specify the
interactions between the different factors that affect tac
tual processing.
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